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MN APIA Group Mtg
Oct. 13, 2011 6-8pm
Eastside Financial Center- St Paul, MN
Present: Eva, Caitlin, Brian, Pha Chia, Margie, Boa, Foung, Nick, Thai, Dorjee, Gilbert, Mim, Chanida, Kong,
Chad, Nancy, Julayne, Chong, Kang, Leah, Mee, Saengmany (apologies if we missed anyone and for
misspellings)
Regrets: Sia, Karen, Leslie, Martha, Sarah, Linda

Agenda
6:00-6:15 pm Networking and food
6:15-6:45 pm Welcome and introductions
6:45-7:45 pm Review drafted mission and vision for the group
7:45-8:00 pm Next steps and closing
* See full meeting agenda and drafted mission and vision at http://mnapia.wordpress.com/

Summary
A group of about 23 folks gathered to connect with Asian American/Pacific Islander Americans (APIA) in MN
who are interested in seeing a pan-APIA community group that provides connection to community and
opportunities for community action. The goals was to discuss the drafted mission and vision for the group that
a sub-steering committee drafted ahead of time (Brian, Sia, Pha Chia, Margie) and then to discuss the future of
the group.

In the introductions many folks commented why they attended the meeting today. Folks shared an interest in
collaborating across Asian communities, being with other progressive community members, wanting to do
community building and having a support network where we could share lessons learned.

Some participants also lifted up specific issue areas they wanted to work on as well such as marriage equality,
anti-racism, environmental, education, youth development and health. The group had time to provide
feedback on the mission and vision and further those discussion in smaller group discussions. Those at the
meeting were split into two different groups to then delve deeper in what they hopes are for the group and
what they still wanted to flush out understanding and decisions around.

*Thanks to Pha Chia for the great food you provided for everyone and to Eva and Pha Chia for letting us use

their work space for our meeting.

Next Steps

1. MN APIA steering committee will send out the notes to the listserv & add new folks to the listserv
2. All those interested in being on the steering committee should email Brian at brianjkao@gmail.com
3. Steering committee will send out the next meeting date/time/location after they are able to meet

with the new steering committee folks

Detailed Notes from Break-out discussion below:

GROUP #1 Discussion (facilitated by Pha Chia & Margie)

What do we envision for the MN APIA community?

 A community that is inclusive of gender and sexuality

 That addresses community responsibility and keeping our leaders accountable

 More civic engagement

 More developed leaders that can affect issues and organize

 Community that has equal access to health and jobs
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What could this group do? How should this group work together?

 Spur/ encourage action

 Be true to who we are

 Have an activist lens

 Identify as progressive social justice activists

 Mobilizing and direct action

 Be a hub

 Share what’s happening with each other

 Trainings (ex. How to identify discrimination)

 Have a regional context but learn from work going on in other communities. In the future could work
nationally and across other cities and collaborate with other groups

 Proactive & reactive

 Be able to mobilize community if something comes up in the community

 Have people take ownership

 We had a group consensus that we should be blatant is saying we’re a progressive group and that we
should stick to our values.

Flags for the group to flush out:

 Flush out goals. In the Mission, need to state the “to what end”

 The idea of “inclusivity” can be a good and bad thing. It would engage a lot of people but may make it
difficult for the group to take a stand on issues

 Figure out how we’re going to deal with differing opinions on taking on issues as a group

 Define “community building”

 Think about what structure and “rules” we should have for the group given what values it has and
what it wants to do

 Flush out how we can be proactive and reactive if issues come up

 Not sure if we should support candidates. Flush this out and make a decision

 Flush out specific values the group wants to hold to

Evaluation of group discussion (name one word for how you’re feeling or how the meeting went):

 Excited

 Hope

 Empower

 Connect

 Work

 Exhausted

 Momentum

GROUP #2 Discussion (facilitated by Brian & Eva):
What exactly is this group and what is this group doing?

 Structure
o Should the group be a hub?
o Is the group’s goal to become a 501c3 or 4?

 Is this group a platform for action or the actual action group?
o Are we organizing? Are we communicating and educating while developing genuine

networks?
o Are we mobilizing? Are we trying to get a large membership for action campaigns?
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 Function
o Is the group about community base building? If it is, what is the definition of “community

base building” and what does it entail?
o I see this group as grass roots organizing, which is ok if we’re just focused on informal

gatherings.
o If this group gets too structured, it can start to exclude those that don’t fit within that

structure.
 It’s good to be broad but you need some core values to maintain an identity and

focus.
o The draft makes the group feel reactionary.

 What are the issues that are most prevalent?
 Perhaps the group can be instrumental in agenda setting.

There are loose ends with the question of “for what? [is this group for].” Adding language on “social justice”
can help tie up those loose ends but more is needed to explain what working for social justice is:

 Is it about addressing inequities?

 Is it about system changes?

Concerns about creating another organization

 We cannot overstep the boundaries of what other groups are already doing and insert ourselves for
the competition for funding.

o There are already so many 501©3s competing for funding and already doing similar work.

 Wonder what work isn’t already done by existing organizations?
o We should focus on areas not addressed

 There needs to be a comprehensive plan that includes all organizations’ involvement.
o We need to link our organizations but not duplicate the work.

On inclusiveness and membership

 Some community and ethnic groups can easily become marginalized – there should be systems in
place to prevent that.

 We also have to be careful in being too specific. Being overly specific can alienate some people and be
counter-active to the Pan-Asian ideal.

 There is a lack of representative of some APIA communities, there needs to be purposeful planning to
create inclusiveness.

Comments about the mission/vision statements:

 Seems to be process oriented, no value

 The group needs direction in achieving its mission/vision

 The mission should have the group’s position (liberal, progressive, conservative, etc.) Without it, there
will be uncertainties and disagreements. Majority, if not all, wanted to take a progress stance.

 The group needs a strong identity (what it is, and is not). If the group has a strong identity, those like-
minded will join, that others will self-select themselves out.

 The group needs ends and goals to have a clear path.

 Need to define what being inclusive means to the group. It can be negative or positive. If too
inclusive, the group will not move forward and there will be too many conflicting views.

We need strategy on how to move forward

 We need to link up the younger groups with older groups.

 Will a lawyer be present to help create bylaws and rules for governance?
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 Could the group be a Political Action Committee that can endorse candidates? (see “Thoughts on
endorsing candidates”)

 To help move the conversation forward, identifying issues or agenda setting is needed. IE:
o Equal access to health, jobs, resources, education
o Inclusive of sexuality , age and abilities
o More civic engagement
o Community responsibility in leading towards change
o Take action towards human right issues

 Develop a statement on who is APIA
o Is it regional?
o Does it include LGBT?
o Is this a culture group? (Value statement would help here)
o What about those that don’t identify as American?
o What about the undocumented or new immigrants?

 An additional vision statement to add is “Increase awareness.”

 “Communication” needs to be added to the mission

How will things be communicated?

 Some people don’t use Facebook or have it blocked at work

 Some people don’t use internet or speak English well enough.

 Some thinking needs to be done on including those with language proficiency limits.

 Evening is a good time to meet as it attracts people willing to work outside of the workplace for the
sake of the community.

Thoughts on endorsing candidates

 Being a pan-Asian group, endorsing candidates could be alienating if there are political splits within
the APIA community or in the membership of this group.

 This could also be a conflict of interest for people who work for 501©3 organizations

What we’re hoping for the group:

 Proactive group

 Raise awareness

 Create self-awareness in the community

 Create a strong activist base

 Capacity building


